This report provides a work form and rationale to perfcrm hand calculations of the radar -ange equation. Th~e techniques described cover the conven2tional geometric aspects of the radar equations as well Iq as the effects of rsin clutter., rain attenuation,, atmospheric attenuation,, sea and land clutter, and pulse integration for both conventional pulse and chirp radar. The report is designp" be complete within itselfy requiring no further texts, tables,, re±er'ences or slide rules. 
AM TR-1554 In the evaluation of the detection performance of a radar system, it is necessary to use the radar equat. 4 on in one of its many form=.
UIfortmAtely the mixture of imits and the calculation of clutter effects defy convenient manipulation. However, with certain simplifying assumptions and limitations, one can develop equations which can be used conveniently by hand. Mhe calculation techniques in this report cover the effects of rain clutter, rain attenuation, atmospheric attenuation, sea clutter, land clutter and pulse integration as well as the coaventional geometric aspects.
The limiting assumptions are: the depression (or elevation) angle must be less than 100, the slant range muzt be greater than 3 nautical miles, and the radar and target altitude should be less than 10,000 feet. These limits are imposed by certain geometric simplifications. Fbrtunately, the majority of radar applications "fall well within these limitations.
The goal of this report is to allow an evaluation to be made without further reference to any aids, including charta, tables or slide rule.
These techniques were originally developed st UMF in order to more fully assess s radar design during meetings and conferences.
I
Other, more general techniqaes, as well as a more complete discussion of many of the parametera and their effect on a radar eystem can be found in the following NAFTI reports: "Sinplified Radar Calculation Techniques" NAFI TR-917, and "Computer Aided 
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Probability-of' Probability of' The decibel equation form used is as given in NAVI TR-917.
The following derivations are a summary of some of the equations in these two reports.
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LC~t thneref~ore Therefore, signal to weather clubter ratio: clutter ratio may be written as:
The Gquation as used in this report is: 
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